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High-Utility Itemset Mining (HUIM) is an extension of frequent itemset mining, which discovers itemsets
yielding a high proﬁt in transaction databases (HUIs). In recent years, a major issue that has arisen is that data
publicly published or shared by organizations may lead to privacy threats since sensitive or conﬁdential information may be uncovered by data mining techniques. To address this issue, techniques for privacy-preserving
data mining (PPDM) have been proposed. Recently, privacy-preserving utility mining (PPUM) has become an
important topic in PPDM. PPUM is the process of hiding sensitive HUIs (SHUIs) appearing in a database, such
that the resulting sanitized database will not reveal these itemsets. In the past, the HHUIF and MSICF algorithms
were proposed to hide SHUIs, and are the state-of-the-art approaches for PPUM. In this paper, two novel algorithms, namely Maximum Sensitive Utility-MAximum item Utility (MSU-MAU) and Maximum Sensitive
Utility-MInimum item Utility (MSU-MIU), are respectively proposed to minimize the side effects of the sanitization process for hiding SHUIs. The proposed algorithms are designed to efﬁciently delete SHUIs or decrease
their utilities using the concepts of maximum and minimum utility. A projection mechanism is also adopted in
the two designed algorithms to speed up the sanitization process. Besides, since the evaluation criteria proposed
for PPDM are insufﬁcient and inappropriate for evaluating the sanitization performed by PPUM algorithms, this
paper introduces three similarity measures to respectively assess the database structure, database utility and
item utility of a sanitized database. These criteria are proposed as a new evaluation standard for PPUM.
& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the amount of data generated and transferred
between companies, governments and other organizations has
massively increased. Furthermore, with the rapid growth of data
mining technologies (Han et al., 2004; Chen et al., 1996; Agrawal
and Srikant, 1994a; Lin et al., 2015; Duong et al., 2014), hidden
relationships between items in databases can now be uncovered
with ease, for the purpose of decision making or to discover users'
preferences. As a result, a major issue that has arisen is that
knowledge found by data mining techniques may implicitly reveal
conﬁdential, private or sensitive information (e.g., personal identiﬁcation numbers, home addresses, social security numbers, and
credit card information).
n
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This issue is especially concerning when organizations publish information publicly. In this case, the use of data mining technologies may
lead to privacy threats against individuals or the misuse of their data
(Atallah et al., 1999; Agrawal and Srikant, 2000; Verykios et al., 2004). A
similar problem can occur when data is shared between organizations
that are collaborating with the goal of increasing their beneﬁts or
achieving higher proﬁts. Data may be analyzed by collaborators or
competitors to discover sensitive or strategic knowledge in the data,
which may decrease a company's beneﬁts or result in security threats.
To address these problems, techniques for Privacy-Preserving
Data Mining (PPDM) have been proposed. They consist of perturbing a database to sanitize it (Amiri, 2007). Numerous algorithms have been proposed to hide conﬁdential patterns that appear in binary databases such as association rules and frequent
itemsets (Verykios et al., 2004; Dasseni et al., 2001; Giannotti
et al., 2012). Most of these algorithms delete transactions or
itemsets from an original transactional database to respectively
reduce the support or conﬁdence of the sensitive patterns during
the sanitization process.
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Bertino et al. ﬁrst proposed a framework to evaluate the performance of sanitizing algorithms in PPDM (Bertino et al., 2005).
Fayyad et al. published a systematic introduction to data mining,
while drawing attention to the problem of privacy (Fayyad et al.,
1996). Lindell and Pinkas (2000) designed a protocol focusing on
the decision tree learning with the popular ID3 algorithm to address the issue of PPDM. Verykios et al. presented three strategies
and ﬁve algorithms to hide sets of association rules in transaction
databases (Verykios et al., 2004). Lin et al. presented the PSObased algorithm to sanitize the database in PPDM (Lin et al., 2016).
Recently, High-Utility Itemset Mining (HUIM) has emerged as a
critical data mining task. It allows to reveal itemsets yielding a high
proﬁt in transactions databases. For this reason, HUIM is more
practical than frequent itemset mining for retailers in real-life situations (Chan et al., 2003; Yao and Hamilton, 2006). HUIM considers
both the unit proﬁts of items and their quantities in transactions.
Given the aforementioned considerations of PPDM, Privacy-Preserving Utility Mining (PPUM) has become an important topic in recent years. But few studies have addressed the issue of PPUM. Moreover, most of them hide sensitive high-utility itemsets (SHUIs) by reducing the quality of the database or by deleting transactions. A SHUI
is a high-utility itemset that is viewed as conﬁdential or sensitive and
needs to be hidden before a database is published or shared. Yeh and
Hsu (2010) ﬁrst proposed the Hiding High Utility Itemset First (HHUIF)
algorithm and the Maximum Sensitive Itemsets Conﬂict First (MSICF)
algorithms to hide SHUIs. The HHUIF algorithm sanitizes a database
with respect to a sensitive itemset by identifying its item having the
maximal utility, and deleting that item or decreasing its quantity in
transactions. The MSICF algorithm adopts a similar approach but
considers the item with the maximal occurrence frequency for deletion. Lin et al. presented a genetic algorithm based approach for hiding
SHUIs through transaction insertion (Lin et al., 2014b). Yun et al.
proposed the Fast Perturbation algorithm Using a Tree structure and
Tables (FPUTT) algorithm (Yun and Kim, 2015) to speed up the sanitization process using a tree structure and its associated index table.
The above studies have utilized criteria from PPDM to assess the
performance of the developed sanitization algorithms. As it will be
explained, these criteria are insufﬁcient for evaluating the performance for PPUM.
In this paper, two algorithms, namely Maximum Sensitive Utility-MAximum item Utility (MSU-MAU) and Maximum Sensitive
Utility-MInimum item Utility (MSU-MIU) are proposed to efﬁciently
hide SHUIs. Since the criteria used in PPDM (Bertino et al., 2005) to
evaluate the performance of sanitization algorithms are unsuitable
for PPUM, three novel similarity measures are also proposed in this

Fig. 1. Relationship between itemsets before and after the PPDM process.

paper to assess the effectiveness and efﬁciency of the proposed
algorithms. The major contributions of this paper are threefold:
1. Two algorithms named MSU-MAU and MSU-MIU are developed
to efﬁciently hide sensitive high-utility itemsets (SHUIs) by
considering the utility measure in PPUM, and ensure a lower
missing cost and higher database integrity.
2. The designed algorithms only perform decrease or delete operations to modify quantities of items in a database. Thus, the
algorithms do not introduce an artiﬁcial cost.
3. In addition to the traditional evaluation criterion of PPDM, this
paper introduces three similarity measures named DatabaseStructure Similarity (DSS), Database-Utility Similarity (DUS), and
Itemsets-Utility Similarity (IUS) to better evaluate the effectiveness
and efﬁciency of the sanitization algorithms for PPUM.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is described in Section 2. Preliminaries and problem statement are stated in
Section 3. The developed sanitization algorithms are presented in
Section 4. Results from an extensive experimental evaluation are reported in Section 5. Finally, a conclusion is drawn and future work is
discussed in Section 6.

Fig. 2. The set of sensitive itemsets that the PPDM process failed to hide.

Fig. 3. The missing cost resulting from the sanitization process.
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2. Related work
Data mining can be viewed as a powerful way of revealing implicit relationships among itemsets in very large databases (Han
et al., 2004; Chen et al., 1996; Agrawal and Srikant, 1994a). For some
applications, it is required that private or conﬁdential information
in a database is hidden before the database is publicly published or
shared with collaborators. Privacy-Preserving Data Mining (PPDM)
has thus become a critical issue in recent years (Fayyad et al., 1996).
The goal of PPDM is to hide sensitive itemsets, while producing
minimal side effects with respect to database integrity. Generally,
three side effects may be produced: (1) hiding failure, (2) missing
cost, and (3) artiﬁcial cost. The measurements of these side effects
are commonly used as criteria to evaluate the effectiveness and
efﬁciency of PPDM algorithms. The relationship between itemsets
appearing in a database D before and after the PPDM process can be
seen in Fig. 1, where L represents the frequent itemsets in D; S represents the sensitive frequent itemsets as deﬁned by users; ∼S
represents the non-sensitive frequent itemsets and L' denotes the
frequent itemsets after the sanitization process.
Deﬁnition 1. The hiding failure in PPDM is denoted as
deﬁned as:

α, and
(1)

α = S ∩ L′.

Fig. 4. The artiﬁcial cost arising from the PPDM process.

The hiding failure α is deﬁned as the set of sensitive itemsets
that the data sanitization procedure failed to hide. Ideally, the set α
should be empty when the sanitization process terminates. The
side effect α is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Deﬁnition 2. The missing cost in PPDM is denoted as
deﬁned as:

β = ∼ S − L′ = (L − S ) − L′.

γ = L′ − L.

TID Transaction (item, quantity)

β, and is

1
2
3
4
5
6

(2)

The missing cost is the set of non-sensitive frequent itemsets
appearing in the original database that cannot be discovered in the
sanitized database. The side effect β is depicted in Fig. 3.
Deﬁnition 3. The artiﬁcial cost in PPDM is denoted
as:

Table 1
A transactional database.

γ and deﬁned
(3)

The artiﬁcial cost γ represents the set of frequent itemsets
appearing in the sanitized database that are infrequent in the
original database. The side effect γ is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Verykios et al. proposed three strategies and developed ﬁve
algorithms to decrease the support or conﬁdence for associationrule hiding in PPDM (Verykios et al., 2004). Sun et al. proposed a
border-based approach to greedily sanitize a database for hiding
sensitive frequent itemsets (Sun and Yu, 2005). Li et al. proposed a
kd-tree based approach to recursively perturb partitioned subdatabases for PPDM (Li and Sarkar, 2006). The proposed approach
ﬁrst partitions the processed dataset into several subsets. The
conﬁdential data in each subset is then perturbed using the
average value of the subset. Li et al. proposed the MICF (Li et al.,
2007) algorithm. It ﬁrst identiﬁes transactions containing sensitive
itemsets. Then, for each transaction, MICF deletes the item appearing in the largest number of sensitive itemsets in that transaction (the victim item). By this strategy, each deletion decreases
the support of a maximum number of sensitive itemsets, for hiding the sensitive patterns. Hong et al. proposed a SIF-IDF algorithm
to hide sensitive itemsets based on the TF-IDF mechanism (Hong

(A, 2), (B, 1), (E, 3)
(C, 1), (D, 6)
(B, 1), (C, 2), (E, 1), (F, 1)
(A, 3), (B, 4), (C, 2), (D, 2), (E, 5)
(B, 3), (C, 5)
(A, 2), (E, 7), (F, 3)

Table 2
A proﬁt table.
Item

Proﬁt

A
B
C
D
E
F

5
3
2
1
6
10

Table 3
Derived HUIs.
Item

Utility

E
AE
BE
EF
ABE
AEF
ABCE
ABCDE

96
125
72
88
88
82
61
63

et al., 2013). It ﬁrst evaluates the similarity between sensitive
itemsets and transactions to minimize side effects. The designed
SIF-IDF value is calculated for each transaction and is then used to
identify victim itemsets to be deleted for hiding sensitive frequent
itemsets. Lin et al. proposed a genetic algorithm (GA) based
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quantities in customer transactions to ﬁnd itemsets yielding a highproﬁt, that is high-utility itemsets (HUIs) (Yao and Hamilton, 2006;
Yao et al., 2004). Yao et al. ﬁrst proposed the uniﬁed framework for
incorporating several utility-based measures and deﬁning the uniﬁed utility function (Yao and Hamilton, 2006; Yao et al., 2004). Liu
et al. developed a two-phase algorithm to efﬁciently mine HUIs
using the designed transaction-weighted downward closure property (Liu et al., 2005), which can be used to speed up the mining
process of HUIs. Lin et al. proposed a tree-based structure to mine
HUIs based on the two-phase model (Lin et al., 2011). The aforementioned algorithms all adopt the two-phase model to mine HUIs
by overestimating the utilities of itemsets, thus producing redundant candidates. An additional database scan is necessary to
reveal the actual HUIs from the remaining candidates based on the
two-phase model. Liu et al. proposed the HUI-Miner (Liu and Qu,
2012) algorithm to directly mine HUIs without candidate generation. It uses an utility-list structure and an enumeration tree to
mine HUIs, and is currently the state-of-the-art algorithm for HUIM.
Since HUIM has emerged as an important task with numerous
real-life applications, Privacy-Preserving Utility Mining (PPUM) has
also become a critical issue in recent years. However, few studies have
been proposed to hide the Sensitive High-Utility Itemsets (SHUIs) for
PPUM. Yeh et al. ﬁrst designed the HHUIF and MSICF algorithms to
hide SHUIs (Yeh and Hsu, 2010) for PPUM. The HHUIF algorithm sanitizes a projected database with respect to a sensitive itemset by
identifying its item having the maximal utility, and deleting that item
or decreasing its quantity in transactions. The MSICF algorithm adopts
a similar approach but considers the item with the maximal

Table 4
An index table.
Item

Transaction IDs

E

T1, T3, T6

AEF

T6

ABCE

T4

Table 5
Characteristics of used databases.
Databases

#D

#I

AvgLen

MaxLen

foodmart
mushroom
T25I10D10K
T20I6D100K

21,556
8124
10,000
100,000

1559
119
929
93

4
23
24.77
19.9

11
23
63
47

approach to hide sensitive frequent itemsets by performing
transaction deletion (Lin et al., 2014a). A ﬂexible ﬁtness function
with three adjustable weights was designed to ﬁnd the most appropriate transactions to be deleted for hiding sensitive itemsets
with minimal side effects. Besides, the PSO approach is also
adopted to fast sanitize the database for hiding the sensitive frequent itemsets in PPDM (Lin et al., 2016).
High-Utility Itemset Mining (HUIM) is an extension of frequent
itemset mining which considers both unit proﬁts of items and their
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occurrence frequency for sanitization. The HHUIF algorithm fails,
however, to reduce the missing cost since some related information
about high-utility itemsets may be eliminated. For the MSICF algorithm, it cannot guarantee that a victim transaction to be processed
contains more than one sensitive high-utility itemset. As a result,
MSICF requires more computations to hide the sensitive high-utility
itemsets. In the past, Lin et al. ﬁrst developed a genetic algorithm
based method to hide SHUIs (Lin et al., 2014b) by inserting dummy
transactions. This algorithm adds appropriate transactions to increase
the database size, and thus decrease the support of SHUIs in PPUM. To
evaluate the efﬁciency of these algorithms, only the side effects described in PPDM have been considered. However, those side-effects
are insufﬁcient and inappropriate for evaluating PPUM algorithms. In
this paper, we develop two algorithms and three novel similarity
measures to be used as a new standard to evaluate the effectiveness
and efﬁciency for hiding SHUIs in PPUM.

database and its associated proﬁt table indicating the unit proﬁt of
each item. In this example, the ﬁrst transaction contains items A, B and
E with respectively a quantitative value of 2, 1 and 3. The unit proﬁt of
items A, B and E are respectively 5, 3 and 6 according to Table 2. For
the rest of this paper, these tables will be used as the running example.
Deﬁnition 4. The utility of an item i j in a transaction Tq is denoted
as u(i j , Tq ) and deﬁned as:

u(i j , Tq) = p(i j ) × q(i j , Tq).

For example, the utility of itemset (A) in transaction T1 is calculated as: u(A , T1) (¼ 2  5) (¼ 10).
Deﬁnition 5. Let X = {i1, i2, … , ik} be an itemset. The utility of
itemset X in a transaction Tq is denoted as u(X , Tq ) and deﬁned as:

u(X , Tq) =

∑

u(i j , Tq).

i j ∈ X ∧ X ⊆ Tq

3. Preliminaries and problem statement
Let be a ﬁnite set of items I = {i1, i2, … , ik}, where each item i j
has its own positive unit proﬁt denoted as p(i j ). An itemset X is a
set of k distinct items such that XDI. A quantitative database is a
set of transactions D = {T1, T2, … , Tn}, where each transaction Tq
(1 ≤ q ≤ n ) has a transaction identiﬁer (TID) q and Tq ⊆ I . Each item
i j in a transaction Tq is associated with a positive quantitative value
denoted as q(i j , Tq ), representing the quantity of item ij in Tq.
Tables 1 and 2 respectively show an example of a quantitative

(4)

(5)

For example, the utility of itemset (AB) in T1 is calculated as:
u(AB , T1) ( ¼2  5 þ 1  3) (¼ 13).
Deﬁnition 6. The utility of an itemset X in a database D is denoted
as u(X ), and is deﬁned as:

u(X ) =

∑
X ⊆ Tq ∧ Tq ∈ D

u(X , Tq).
(6)
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For example, the utility of item (A) is calculated as:
u(A) = u(A , T1) + u(A , T4 ) + u(A , T6) (¼ 10 þ 15 þ 10) (¼35). The
utility
of
an
itemset
(AB)
is
calculated
as
u
(AB) ¼ u(AB , T1) + u(AB , T4 ) (¼ 13 þ 27) (¼40).
Deﬁnition 7. An itemset is said to be a High-Utility Itemset (HUI)
if its utility is no less than a user-deﬁned minimum utility
threshold δ. The set of high-utility itemsets is thus deﬁned as
follows:

HUIs ← {X |u(X ) ≥ δ} .

(7)

For example, suppose that the minimum utility threshold δ is
set to 60. The derived HUIs from Tables 1 and 2 are shown in
Table 3 with their utility.
Problem statement: Let be a set of Sensitive High-Utility Itemsets
(SHUIs) to be hidden, denoted as SHUIs = {s1, s2, … , sm}, such that
sd∈ HUIs ( 1 ≤ d ≤ m). The problem of Privacy-Preserving Utility
Mining (PPUM) is to completely hide the SHUIs such that their
utilities become less than the predeﬁned minimum utility threshold
δ. The missing cost and artiﬁcial cost should be minimized in the
sanitized databases. Moreover, it is insufﬁcient to consider only the
side effects of hiding failure, missing cost, and artiﬁcial cost for
evaluating the performance of PPUM algorithms since the utility is a
key aspect of HUIM and PPUM. Thus, the utility should also be
considered to assess the performance of PPUM.
Since only transactions containing SHUIs need to be modiﬁed
to sanitize a database (called victim transactions), a projection

mechanism is adopted in the proposed algorithms to speed up the
process of selecting victim transactions for sanitization.
Deﬁnition 8. The projected transactions of a SHUI sd is an index
table denoted as iTable , and deﬁned as:

iTable ← {Tq|sd ⊆ Tq ∧ Tq ∈ D} .

(8)

For example, assume that itemsets (E), (AEF), and (ABCE) are the
SHUIs to be hidden. The projected transactions of all SHUIs are
indicated in the index table of Table 4.

4. Proposed hiding algorithms for PPUM
In this paper, two algorithms named Maximum Sensitive Utility-MAximum item Utility (MSU-MAU) and Maximum Sensitive
Utility-MInimum item Utility (MSU-MIU) are proposed to hide
SHUIs. The proposed algorithms delete items or decrease their
quantities to hide SHUIs based on the concepts of minimum and
maximum utility of items. The pseudo-code of the two designed
algorithms are presented thereafter.
4.1. Proposed MSU-MAU algorithm
This subsection introduces the Maximum Sensitive Utility-MAximum item Utility (MSU-MAU) algorithm to hide SHUIs for sanitization. It uses the projection mechanism and the concept of maximum
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An index table is ﬁrst built to ﬁnd the transactions IDs of each
SHUI (Line 1). Itemset in each SHUI are then sorted by decreasing
order of the numbers of items within it. This can be considered as
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utilities of SHUIs in projected transactions. Details of the developed
MSU-MAU algorithm are presented in Algorithm 1.
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an overlapping weight to efﬁciently reduce the utility of the
itemsets in SHUIs (Lines 2–4). Thereafter, the algorithm recursively
processes each SHUI sd having the highest overlapping weight to
perform sanitization (Lines 5–20) until all SHUIs have been completely hidden. For each SHUI, the difference ( du) between the
utility of the currently processed SHUI and the minimum utility
threshold is calculated (Line 6). The database is then projected to
obtain the sub-database of the currently processed itemset (Line
8). The transaction having the maximal transaction utility in the
projected sub-database is selected as the victim transaction to be

4.2. Proposed MSU-MIU algorithm

modiﬁed (Line 9). The algorithm then identiﬁes the item having
the maximal utility (victim item) in the selected victim transaction
to check whether the delete or decrease operation need to be
performed (Lines 11–20). If the utility value of the victim item in
the victim transaction is less than du, the deletion operation is
performed to directly delete the victim item from the victim
transaction. In that case, the set SHUIs , iTable , and the projected
sub-database ( Dsd ) are correspondingly updated (Lines 12–14).
Otherwise, the decreasing operation is performed to decrease the
quantity of the victim item in the victim transaction (Line 18, tu is
the transaction utility). Then, the currently processed SHUI can be
removed from the set of SHUIs since it has been hidden in this
step. The iTable and the projected sub-database ( Dsd ) are also
correspondingly updated (Lines 16–20). The algorithm terminates
when all SHUIs have been hidden.

For each Sensitive High-Utility Itemset (SHUI), the difference
utility between the current utility of that itemset and the minimum utility threshold is calculated to check whether the following
procedure needs to be performed (Lines 5–8). If the difference
value is less than 0, it indicates that the processed SHUI has been
hidden. Otherwise, the projection operation is performed to obtain
the sub-database of transactions containing the currently processed SHUI, a process that can be more efﬁcient compared with
the ﬁrst MSU-MAU algorithm (Line 10). The transactions from the
projected sub-database of the currently processed SHUI are then
sorted in descending order of utility values (Line 11). The sorted
transactions are then processed from the ﬁrst transaction to the
last one until the processed SHUI is completely hidden (Lines 12–
27). In contrast to the ﬁrst MSU-MAU algorithm, the item having
the minimum utility in the victim transaction is selected as the
victim item for performing the delete or decrease operation with

In this subsection, a second algorithm named Maximum Sensitive Utility-MInimum item Utility (MSU-MIU) is designed to efﬁciently sanitize a database by hiding SHUIs. This second algorithm is similar to the ﬁrst MSU-MAU algorithm except that the
concept of minimum utility is used in MSU-MIU instead of the
maximal utility and an optimized projection approach is used.
Details of the proposed MSU-MIU algorithm are presented in
Algorithm 2.
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only once database rescan (Line 14). Besides, the minimal effects of
the discovered information related to the chosen item with the
minimum sensitive utility value can be achieved, which preserve
the database integrity of the original database as much as possible
in the sanitize database.

with HHUIF and MSICF. In these experiments, minimizing side effects is more important than reducing the execution time. Few algorithms perform modify operations (deleting item(s) or decreasing
their quantities) on a database to hide sensitive high utility itemsets
in privacy preserving utility mining (PPUM). The most recent such
algorithm in PPUM is FPUTT. The main idea of FPUTT is to use a tree
structure and an associated index table to speed up the perturbation process. The perturbation methods (how to choose a victim
item) are the same as in HHUIF. Thus, this paper only compares
performance with HHUIF and MSICF algorithms.
The standard evaluation criteria of PPDM such as hiding failure
(HF), missing cost (MC) and artiﬁcial cost (AC) are ﬁrst used to
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms. Since our
developed algorithms are used to delete SHUIs or decrease their
utilities, only the MC of the discovered HUIs is evaluated. Moreover, because the algorithms used in PPUM have different considerations compared to algorithms used in PPDM, three novel
similarity measures namely Database Structure Similarity (DSS),
Database Utility Similarity (DUS), and Itemsets Utility Similarity
(IUS) are introduced as novel criteria to evaluate the performance
of the developed algorithms for PPUM. For all datasets except the
foodmart dataset, item unit proﬁts and quantities of items in
transactions are randomly generated in the [1,10] interval. In the
conducted experiments, the dataset size is varied as well as the
number of SHUIs. SHUIs are randomly selected from the discovered HUIs for the four datasets. In the following, the sensitive
percentage refers to the percentage of HUIs that are selected to be
SHUIs. This parameter is varied from 0.1% to 0.5% of the discovered
HUIs. The characteristics of the four datasets are show in Table 5,
in terms of number of transactions, number of items, average

5. Experimental evaluation
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An extensive set of experiments have been performed to evaluate the proposed algorithms using two real datasets (foodmart and
mushroom) (Fournier-Viger et al., 2014). The foodmart dataset is the
collection of products sold in shopping mall, which can truly reveal
the utility measure and apply in PPUM. The mushroom dataset
includes 23 species of gilled mushrooms in the Agaricus and Lepiota
Family. To obtain more results in different applications, we also
performed the designed algorithms in two synthetic datasets
(T25I10D10K and T20I6D100K) (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994b). For
those used datasets, the itemsets with very high utility in the
transactions can be considered as the conﬁdential products (i.e.,
diamond, luxury purse). Since the sales or discount strategies are
varied in different companies, those itemsets, which can bring very
high proﬁt for retailers, should be hidden before they are published
in public place or shared with the collaborators. The performance of
the proposed algorithms is compared to the state-of-the-art HHUIF
and MSICF algorithms (Yeh and Hsu, 2010). Although the FPUTT
algorithm (Yun and Kim, 2015) constructs a tree structure to speed
up the sanitization process, the results of FPUTT in terms of side
effects are the same as the HHUIF and MSICF algorithms. The performance of the two proposed algorithms is thus only compared
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transaction length and maximum length.
5.1. Runtime
The execution time of the four algorithms for various dataset
sizes and various sensitive percentages are respectively shown in
Figs. 5 and 6, for the four datasets.
In Fig. 5, it can be seen that as dataset size is increased, more
computations are required to hide SHUIs. The reason is that when
the dataset size is larger, the utilities of SHUIs also increase. Thus,
more time is required to ﬁnd appropriate transactions to delete the
SHUIs or decrease their utilities. Results of the conducted experiments shown in Fig. 5 also indicate that the two proposed algorithms
always perform better compared to the state-of-the-art HHUIF and
MSICF algorithms. The developed MSU-MIU algorithm has better
performance than the MSU-MAU algorithm since the optimized
projection mechanism is adopted in the MSU-MIU approach. The
MSICF algorithm generally requires more computations to hide the
SHUIs since it uses the occurrence frequency measure to reduce the
utilities of the SHUIs, which is inappropriate in PPUM. It can also be
observed that more SHUIs are generated as database size increases.
The execution times of the four algorithms under varied sensitive
percentages have also been compared. Results are shown in Fig. 6. In
Fig. 6(b), (c) and (d), it can be observed that running time is longer
when the sensitive percentage is increased. The reason is that more
SHUIs need to be hidden. The performance of the proposed MSU-MIU
algorithm remains stable as the sensitive percentage increases, as
shown in Fig. 6(b) and (d). Since SHUIs are randomly selected from the
discovered HUIs, the overlapping degree among the selected SHUIs
may affect the results of the developed algorithms. This phenomena

can be observed in Fig. 6(a). In Fig. 6, it is obvious that the proposed
MSU-MIU algorithm has better results than the other algorithms for all
datasets except the foodmart dataset. The reason is that the foodmart
dataset is a very sparse dataset. As a result, it takes more times to
calculate the utilities of the SHUIs and select the victim items for sanitization. But the proposed MSU-MAU algorithm still achieves better
results on the foodmart dataset, as it can be seen in Fig. 6(c).
5.2. Number of modiﬁed transactions
For the purpose of PPDM or PPUM, it is necessary to minimize
the number of modiﬁed transactions for sanitization. The number
of modiﬁed transactions is deﬁned as how many transactions have
been altered by the sanitization process. If that value is small, it
indicates that few transaction have been altered. The number of
transactions modiﬁed by the four algorithms for various dataset
sizes and sensitive percentages is compared in Figs. 7 and 8.
In Figs. 7 and 8, it can be seen that the number of modiﬁed
transactions increases as the dataset size and sensitive percentage
is increased. This is reasonable since when the size of dataset increases, the utilities of the SHUIs also increase. Besides, when the
number of SHUIs is increases, it takes more computations to
completely hide the SHUIs. It is very interesting to see that the
four compared algorithms have the same results in Figs. 7(c) and 8
(c). For the other datasets except foodmart, the two proposed algorithms generally perform better than the state-of-the-art HHUIF
and MSICF algorithms. The reason is that foodmart is a very sparse
dataset and the utilities of the discovered HUIs are close to the
minimum utility threshold. Thus, fewer transactions can be selected for modiﬁcations. From the above results, it can be
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MAU algorithm still perform better than HHUIF. Overall, it can be
concluded that the proposed MSU-MIU algorithm can be used to
minimize the missing rate of HUIs.

5.3. Missing rate of HUIs

5.4. Database structure similarity

In the sanitization process for hiding SHUIs, only the missing
cost side effect can occur since the proposed algorithms only
perform the following operations to hide SHUIs: deleting items or
decreasing their quantities. Thus, already discovered HUIs may
become invalid during the sanitization process. The missing cost
(missing rate of HUIs) for the four algorithms under various dataset sizes and sensitive percentages for the four datasets are respectively compared in Figs. 9 and 10.
In Fig. 9, it can be seen that the missing cost generally decreases
as the database size increases. This is reasonable since when the
dataset size is increased, the utilities of HUIs also increase for a ﬁxed
minimum utility threshold. Thus, the utilities of the discovered HUIs
become larger and fewer HUIs become invalid after the sanitization
process. From Figs. 9 and 10, it can also be seen that the proposed
MSU-MIU algorithm generally has a lower missing cost compared to
the other algorithms for all datasets except foodmart. The reason is
that in the foodmart dataset, the average transaction length is very
small. Thus, most HUIs are contained within the modiﬁed transactions and the overlapping degree between the SHUIs and the HUIs is
high. This is the main reason why a higher missing cost of HUIs is
observed. For the designed MSU-MAU algorithm, it selects items
having the maximal utility as victim items to hide the SHUIs. Because, a similar idea is used in the HHUIF algorithm, these two algorithms have nearly the same performance but the proposed HSU-

Besides the three side effects used as evaluation criteria in PPDM, a
Database Structure Similarity (DSS) measure is introduced to evaluate
the structural similarity before and after the sanitization process. The
DSS only considers whether items or itemsets are present or absent in
transactions. Based on this criteria, it assesses the similarity degree
between the original database and the sanitized one. The designed
DSS similarity measure is formalized as follows, where
tpkD ⋃ tpkD′

∑

DSS =

100

99.98

99.98

99.94
99.92
0.6

is the frequency of a pattern in the original database D, and

is the frequency of the pattern in the perturbed database D'.
The DSS of the four algorithms for various dataset sizes and sensitive
percentages for the four datasets are compared in Figs. 11 and 12.
From the results shown in Fig. 11, it can be seen that the proposed MSU-MIU and MSU-MAU algorithms generally have better
performance compared to the HHUIF and MSICF algorithms. All
algorithms have the same results in Fig. 11(c). From the results
shown in Fig. 12(c), an interesting observation is that the proposed
MSU-MAU algorithm has the same performance as the HHUIF algorithm but performs better than the designed MSU-MIU algorithm. Thus, the developed MSU-MAU algorithm provides a better
way of preserving the database structure for this very sparse
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dataset. Based on the designed DSS criteria, the proposed MSUMAU and MSU-MIU algorithms generally outperform the HHUIF
and MSICF algorithms for all datasets.
5.5. Database utility similarity
In PPUM, it is insufﬁcient to only consider the three side effects
of PPDM to evaluate the performance of PPUM algorithms. In this
paper, a Database Utility Similarity (DUS) similarity measure is
also designed to evaluate the developed algorithms for PPUM. The
DUS is used to measure the amount of utility loss in the entire
dataset. This measure can be used to reveal the amount of utility
that was removed (utility loss) by the sanitization process, which
is a suitable criterion for PPUM. A higher database utility similarity
indicates that less information is lost in the sanitization process.
The DUS measure is formally deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 9. Let D and D' respectively be the original database
and the sanitized database. The utility loss between the original
database and the sanitized database is denoted as Database Utility
Similarity (DUS), and is deﬁned as:

DUS =

∑T

q ∈ D′

∑T

q∈ D

tu(Tq)
tu(Tq)

,
(9)

where tu(Tq ) denotes the total utility of transaction Tq.
The results in terms of DUS for the four algorithms, for various
dataset sizes and sensitive percentages are shown in Figs. 13 and
14 for the four datasets.
From Figs. 13 and 14, it can be seen that the proposed MSU-MIU
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algorithm performs better compared to the other algorithms and
the proposed MSU-MAU algorithm for the four datasets. The reason is that the minimum utility is adopted to select a victim item
in the MSU-MIU algorithm. As a result, a smaller utility loss is
produced to hide SHUIs. In contrast, the proposed MSU-MAU algorithm applies the concept of maximum utility to select victim
items to hide SHUIs, and thus produces a higher utility loss. Although the developed MSU-MAU algorithm performance is less
than that of the MSICF algorithm, MSU-MAU still performs the
same or better when compared to the HHUIF algorithm.
5.6. Itemsets utility similarity
In addition to the designed DUS criterion to evaluate the performance of the developed algorithms in PPUM, an Itemset Utility
Similarity (IUS) measure is also designed as a way of assessing the
utility loss for the discovered HUIs before and after the sanitization
process of PPUM. This criterion is similar to the missing cost
(missing rate of the discovered HUIs) but provides a more realistic
assessment for PPUM especially when the gap between the utilities of the discovered HUIs and the minimum utility threshold is
large. The proposed IUS criterion is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 10. Let HUIs D and HUIs D′ respectively be the high-utility itemsets (HUIs) found in the original database D and the sanitized database D'. The utility loss of the discovered HUIs before
and after the sanitization process is called Itemset Utility Similarity (IUS), and is deﬁned as:

IUS =

100

∑X ∈ HUIs D′ u(X )
∑X ∈ HUIs D u(X )

.

(10)
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important task to hide sensitive or conﬁdential information before
data is shared among collaborators or publicly published. PrivacyPreserving Utility Mining (PPUM) is an extension of PPDM that
hides Sensitive High-Utility Itemsets (SHUIs). Because it considers
the proﬁt of items instead of only the occurrence frequencies,
PPUM is more applicable and realistic for real-life situations. In
this paper, two algorithms named Maximum Sensitive UtilityMAximum item Utility (MSU-MAU) and Maximum Sensitive Utility-MInimum item Utility (MSU-MIU) are respectively proposed
to efﬁciently delete SHUIs or decrease their utilities based on the
concepts of maximum and minimum utility. A projection mechanism is also adopted in the two designed algorithms to speed
up computations performed by the sanitization process. Since the
sanitization process of PPUM is different than in PPDM, the three
side effects used as evaluation criteria in PPDM are insufﬁcient to
evaluate algorithms for PPUM. Thus, three novel criteria namely
Database Structure Similarity (DSS), Database Utility Similarity
(DUS), and Itemset Utility Similarity (IUS) are proposed in this
paper to clearly compare the efﬁciency and effectiveness of the
developed algorithms for PPUM. Results of the conducted experiments indicate that the two proposed algorithms generally have
better performance compared to the state-of-the-art PPUM algorithms for several real-world and synthetic datasets.
Since data sanitization for PPUM can be considered to be a NPhard problem, it is an important issue to ﬁnd the balance between
privacy protection and the produced side effects. For future work,
a ﬂexible ﬁtness function with the designed similarity measures
for PPUM will be developed to more efﬁciently and effectively
sanitize databases for PPUM. It is also a critical issue to hide SHUIs

Experiments were performed to compare the IUS of the four
algorithms when varying the dataset size and sensitive percentage
for the four datasets. Results are shown in Figs. 15 and 16.
It can be seen in Figs. 15 and 16 that the proposed MSU-MIU
algorithm has better results compared to the other algorithms
since the minimum utility is used as criterion to delete or decrease
the utilities of items. The performance of the proposed MSU-MAU
algorithm is generally close to the HHUIF algorithm, since both
utilize the maximum utility to choose victim items. Since the
utilities of the discovered HUIs in Fig. 15(c) are nearly the same for
the sparse foodmart dataset, the proposed MSU-MAU algorithm
has nearly the same results as HHUIF for the foodmart dataset.
From the results shown in Fig. 16, it can be observed that the IUS
decreases as the number of SHUIs increases since more itemsets
need to be hidden by deleting SHUIs or decreasing their utilities.
From the above experimental results, it can be observed that
there is no way to hide sensitive information without producing
any side effects. As more sensitive information is hidden, more
side effects are produced. There is thus a trade-off relationship
between the three side effects. When the utility factor is considered, the proposed algorithms achieve higher DUS and IUS
compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms for PPUM.

6. Conclusion and future works
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in other types of databases such as stream databases, uncertain
databases or incremental databases.
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